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Sammanfattning 
Det här projektet avser att jämföra ett nytt polymerbaserat fett med ett lithiumbaserat fett. Det 

nya fettet har påvisat låga temperaturegenskaper i det tidigare testet med ett lager av typen SKF-

R2F. Ett DAQ-gränssnitt implementerades med Lab View för en modifierad fyr-kulig maskin. 
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Abstract 
This project concerns the benchmarking of a novel polymer thickened grease with a lithium 

thickened one. The new grease has shown low temperature property in the previous bearing tests on 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Here are the Notations and Abbreviations that are used in this Master thesis. 

Notations 

Symbol Description 

A Speed factor [mm/min] 

n Rotational speed [r/min]  

dm Bearing mean diameter [mm] 

M Total friction torque [Nmm] 

Mrr Rolling friction torque [Nmm] 

Msl Sliding friction torque [Nmm] 

Mseal Friction torque of the seals [Nmm] 

Mdrag Friction torque of the drag losses, churning, splashing, etc [-] 

Mf Friction torque of the bearing sample [Nmm] 

F1 Reaction force of sensor 1 [N] 

F2 Reaction force of sensor 2 [N] 

L Distance between the force sensors [mm] 

ΔF Difference between two force signals [N] 

Ms Static friction of the support bearing [Nmm] 

ΔL Leverage arm of ΔF [mm] 

Δ Precision due to inequality [-] 

Abbreviations 

DAQ Data acquisition   

Std.  Standard deviation 

CAD  ́ Computer Aided Design 

PSD Power Spectral Density 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the background, the purpose, the limitations, the methods, the 

delimitations and the deliverables of the project.  

1.1 Background 

Grease is a common-use lubricant for rolling bearings which generally consists of base oil, 

thickener and additives according to the requirements. The thickener retains the base oil like a 

sponge and bleeds out during the time. The bleed-out oil, which is dragged into the contact 

area, separates the rolling elements and the raceway under some circumstances. Less metal-

to-metal contacts indicates less friction and lower running temperature, i.e., less energy 

consumption. Pumping systems are not needed owing to its semi-solid property. The grease 

inhibiting ability keeps itself in the bearing and provides continuous lubrication. In a 

maintenance or installation, grease is applied in or on the cage (depends on different bearing 

types) which is cleaned in advance. 

The vast majority of greases used today are based on technologies that are one hundred years 

old. The most common thickener is a metal soap (e.g. lithium or calcium grease). Johan 

(2015) states that a lot of effort has been invested in the research of polymer grease since 

invented in 1990s due to the properties such as low temperature performance, resistance to 

water and process fluids, long grease life and oxidation behavior, low friction and so on. 

Nowadays, the lubricant is regarded as one of the components in a mechanical system.  

A novel type of lubricating grease has been developed by the grease manufacturer Axel 

Christiernsson in which polypropylene is used as a thickener. Among a number of 

distinguishing features, low running temperature is the most essential from environment point 

of view. There are billions and billions of rolling element bearings in the world and 90% of 

these are grease lubricated. The effect will be significant if we could reduce the friction inside 

the bearing with 10% on a global scale.  

1.2 Purpose 

The major purpose of this project is to benchmark one novel polymer grease (PP-10) against 

the other traditional one (Lix-10) in terms of running temperature and friction torque. Two 

greases are manufactured using the same base oil but different thickeners. They contain no 

additives, i.e. the only difference is the grease thickener.  

Tiago et al. (2010) measured the friction torque of grease lubricated thrust bearings 

periodically with torque cell Kistler (type 9339A). Their methodology gives a preview to this 

project. The configuration of our test rig shares some similarities with theirs. However, in this 

project the friction torque was measured in a different way. Because it is suspected that 

Kistler (type 9339A) suffers from uncertain measuring errors under our experiment 

conditions.  

Finally, according to Axel Chistiernsson, polymer greases show variant performance is the 

past tests, this investigation will provide more experience on this new type of lubricating 

grease.   
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1.3 Method 

In general this project consists of three stages: pre-study, experiment and final report. 

Different methodologies were applied according to different goals in each stage.  

Pre-study covered these topics: grease rheology, frictional torque measuring methodology, 

datasheets of sensors and DAQ facilities, Lab View programming and bearing test 

procedures. A lot of investigations and communications were centered on the characteristics 

of the sensors. The sale engineers from National Instrument, Futek and Pentronic shared 

detail information beyond the datasheets. Axel Chistiernsson and the supervisor have 

provided a lot of suggestions about sensor arrangement and experiment procedures which 

contributed to increasing the experiment repeatability.    

The experiment follows these three steps: planning, data collection and synthesis. In the 

planning phase, the question and objective should be clearly specified. Measurement plan is 

essential in the main topic in this phase, which includes appropriate selection of responses, 

factors, factor ranges, testing procedures and measuring system. The measuring system 

includes both hardware and software, where the former one has been installed. The latter one 

can be programmed in Lab View. The DAQ modules of use are NI 9219 and cDAQ-9174. In 

synthesis phase, the measurement results, which are the time series of the variables of interest, 

will be plotted using Matlab and followed by statistics.  

1.4 Delimitations 

First of all, considering that a single test will last for 24 hours, only three repetitions were 

used to do statistics. It will be preferable to do more repetitions with a longer duration if time 

allows.  

Additionally, this project was only focus on the acquisition of the temperature and friction 

torque data. The running temperature is a resulting parameter of grease bleeding, aging and so 

on. According to the company’s experience, the grease lubricated bearing is a chaotic system. 

Even though under well-controlled conditions, the results still differ more or less. To detect 

the reasons behind the data, more work should be done to reveal this complicated lubricating 

system.  

The static friction torque of the lower support bearing brings an uncertain error to the friction 

measurement. In order to achieve a more accurate and continuous friction measurement, 

further modification on the test rig is inevitable, a suggestion is shown in 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK section.    

1.5 Project deliverables 

1. Implementation of temperature measurement and DAQ features on the test rig 

2. The data of friction torque and temperature of the bearings separately lubricated by two 

greases 

3. A report that documents all this thesis work 
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2  FRAME OF REFERENCE 

In this chapter it will be presenting some necessary knowledge for this project, which includes 

a short introduction to grease lubrication in rolling bearings and the configuration an 

existing four-ball tribometer. 

2.1 Grease lubrication  

Lugt et al.(2013) states that under constant condition, grease lubrication in rolling bearings 

can be generally divided into two phases; see Figure 1. The churning phase (or running-in) 

occurs in the early phase after filling the grease, during which the contacts are fully flooded. 

Since part of the grease is redistributed and pushed out of the cage or race, the friction torque 

is high thus the temperature rises rapidly. The continuing change of rheology properties 

results in the change of film thickness. The grease bleeding keeps the bearing lubricated after 

the running-in. Hydrodynamic lubrication occurs and separates the engaging surfaces. 

Occasional metal-to-metal contacts happen because of starvation, grease over-sheared or any 

other reasons. The viscosity of the base oil plays an important role in forming a film. The oils 

that are too thin are not enough to form a film, while too thick oils will lead to severe heat 

generation.  

 

Figure 1. The phases in grease lubrication of rolling bearings (Lugt et al., 2013). 

The temperature profile shows a dynamic behaviour of the bearing during the running-in; see 

Figure 2. As time goes the temperature will climb to the climax and then drop to a quasi-

steady state. The climax occurs between 1.6h and 1.8h. After 2.6h it becomes stable. The time 

span of the running-in is dependent on filling amount and running speed.  

 

Figure 2. A typical temperature behavior in the running-in (Lugt et al., 2013). 
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2.2 Grease amount  

Bearings can be easily over-lubricated if the volume of grease is not controlled. As the rule of 

thumb SKF (2013) recommends the grease amount to be 30-50% of the bearing free volume 

for medium and high speed.  

Table 1. Speed ranges for grease lubricated ball bearings. Speed factor: A = ndm, n = rotational speed [r/min], 

dm = bearing mean diameter [mm] = 0.5(d+D), retrieved from SKF (2013)  

 Speed factor [mm/min] 

Very slow - 

Slow <100 000 

Medium <300 000 

High <500 000 

Very high <700 000 

Extremely high ≥700 000 

2.3 Friction torque in rolling bearings 

SKF (2013) developed a calculation model that approximates the friction torque under the 

certain conditions. This equation illustrates the components of the total frictional torque:   

𝑀 = 𝑀𝑟𝑟 + 𝑀𝑠𝑙 + 𝑀𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑙 + 𝑀𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔    (1) 

𝑀𝑟𝑟, rolling friction torque 

𝑀𝑠𝑙, sliding friction torque 

𝑀𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑙, friction torque of the seals 

𝑀𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔, friction torque of drag losses, churning, splashing etc. 

This estimation applies specifically to some lubricants under the specific conditions, i.e. the 

lithium thickened grease with mineral oils.  

2.4 Test rig features 

Four-ball machines are commonly used to do weld-point tests for lubricating grease or oil 

under specific axial loads and speeds. Figure 3 shows the structure of the test rig. The load 

can be applied to the four-ball sample by hooking the weights on the leverage. The upper ball 

of the sample is fastened in the end of the shaft and rotationally driven by an AC motor. The 

speed of the engine is controlled by tuning the frequency inventor. The coupling starts 

clicking when welding occur thus protects the engine.  
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Figure 3. 1 = AC motor, 2 = coupling, 3 = shaft, 4 = four-ball sample 5 = platform, 6 = frame.  Lubricants are 

applied in the four-ball sample before installation 

 This test rig was also designed to perform bearing tests. As shown in Figure 4, the platform 

was additionally designed to be vertically rotatable. It has a face contact to the upper labyrinth 

sealing, which rides on a thrust ball bearing. The pair of panel mounted force cells are used 

for friction measurement. However due to the cross section feature in the CAD software, only 

one of the sensors is visible.      

 

Figure 4. 1 = shaft, 2 = four-ball sample, 3 = platform, 4 = support thrust ball bearing, 5 = force sensor 

When conducting bearing tests, one needs to replace the four-ball sample with a bearing 

house.  Figure 5 illustrates this change. An adapter is used to transfer the rotational motion to 

the upper race of the bearing sample. The sphere-to-cone contact compensates the angular 

misalignments caused by manufacturing precisions. The pair of panel mounted force cells will 

react to the friction torque transmitted from the bearing, through the platform to the sensors. 
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This arrangement enables the friction torque to be continuously measured as long as the 

sensors are not overheated.  

The bearing sample has a clearance fit with the shaft adapter but a transient fit with the seat. 

There are three holes at the bottom of the bearing seat that is used to push the bearing out. All 

the contacts between parts should be kept dry to prevent sliding.  

Dry contacts are also preferred for the lower support bearing. Lubricants such as oil and 

grease will generates higher starting torque, which indicates higher uncertainties to the 

friction measurement. This point will be further discussed in the IMPLEMENTATIONS 

section.   

 

Figure 5. 1 = shaft, 2 = adapter, 3 = bearing sample, 4 = bearing seat, 5 = platform, 6 = force 

sensor 

2.5 Analysis of previous projects 

Torque cell KISTLER 9339A was used by Tiago et al. (2010). In another word, the bearing 

seat (part 4 in Figure 5) is supported by a torque cell thus directly measured of the reaction 

torque. However, one problem which is not discussed in the paper is that the crosstalk of the 

cell of use is less than ±0.05Nmm/N. If the sensor works under 5000N axial load the error 

maybe as high as ±250Nmm, while their measurement was just 75Nmm. Therefore it is 

suspected that their torque cell is not suitable under high axial load condition. Even though 

they successfully corresponded the measuring friction torque to the SKF friction torque 

calculation model, it still cannot cover the uncertainty caused by the torque cell. Apart from 

the sensor issue, they completely filled the bearing sample with the grease, which has been 

contradicted above.  

Johan (2015) measured the running temperature of SKF spherical roller bearings using SKF 

grease test rigs R2F. The results indicate that the difference between the polymer and lithium 

thickened grease is small with low viscosity base oil. It is hard to say which one is better. But 

the results for high viscosity base oils the difference is very clear that the polymer grease has 

lower running temperature. The greases in our case were manufactured with low viscosity 

base oil.   
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The test rig was designed to perform both four-ball and bearing tests. The principles will be 

explicated in the lower part of the report. Since the previous designers did not have time to 

implement temperature measurement, this is included into the job contents of this project.     
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3  IMPLEMENTATIONS 

This chapter describes the workflow of this project from the theoretical analysis to the 

execution of the experiments.  

3.1 Reaction torque & temperature measurement  

There are a lot of reaction torque cells available from the market. However, it is inevitable 

that crosstalk under high axial loads may lead to low precision to the measurement. For this 

consideration, instead of measuring the reacting torque directly, two reaction force cells were 

used and mounted at the identical distance to the rotating center. Figure 6 shows the 

schematic.  

 

Figure 6. Free-body diagram of the friction torque measuring system, 𝐹1 = reaction force of sensor 1, 𝐹2 = 

reaction force of sensor 2, 𝐿 = distance between the sensors, ∆𝐹 =  𝐹2 − 𝐹1 , ∆𝐿 = leverage arm of  ∆𝐹, 𝑀𝑓 = 

friction torque of the bearing sample, 𝑀𝑠 = static friction torque of the support bearing (part 4 in Figure 4) 

If assume that the force cells are mounted equally to the rotating center, the expression for the 

friction torque of bearing sample can be derived as follow: 

𝑀𝑓 =
𝐿

2
(𝐹1 + 𝐹2) + ∆𝐹∆𝐿 + 𝑀𝑠  (2) 

∆𝐹 =  𝐹2 − 𝐹1   (3) 

So that 

𝑀𝑓 =
𝐿

2
(𝐹1 + 𝐹2) + ∆𝐿(𝐹2 − 𝐹1) + 𝑀𝑠  (4) 

Since ∆𝐿 is an unknown value, the readout friction torque will be 
𝐿

2
(𝐹1 + 𝐹2) while ∆𝐿(𝐹2 −

𝐹1)+𝑀𝑠 becomes errors to the measurement.   

K-type thermocouple wires with connectors were selected for temperature measurement, due 

to the suitable measuring range and low cost. Before taking any measurement, the tips of two 

wires were twisted and welded as a junction. A pair of male and female connectors makes 

mounting and dismounting more convenient. The major length of the cable extends from the 

data input module, is fixed on the table with a female connector at the end, while two short 
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cables extend from the heat source. Engage the connectors when the bearing house is 

correctly installed before the tests. Furthermore, the K-type thermocouple can share the same 

input module with force cell, which makes DAQ simple and economic.  

Figure 7 illustrates the principles of the temperature measuring. Two thermocouple wires are 

arranged 180 degrees against each other and kept in contact with the lower race of bearing 

sample. The two though holes are 0.1mm lager in diameter than the wires. To ensure a good 

thermal conduction, some thermal conductive cement was dabbed at the welded tips of the 

wire before insertion. Tapes were used to keep the wires in contact with the surface of 

interest. Additional carefulness should be paid so that no interference against the rotation 

trend of the bearing seat. Both signals were logged but the presenting temperature is the 

average of them. The temperature profiles attached in Appendix D shows the average of two 

temperature signals.    

 
Figure 7. The schematic of temperature measuring system, 1: adapter, 2: bearing sample, 3: bearing seat, 4: 

thermocouple wire × 2, G/G-24-KK Pentronic 

3.2 DAQ system& interface 

The hardware of DAQ system consists of an analogue input module and a compact USB 

chassis, which is controlled by the user in the Lab View interface. Their stabilities, precision 

and plug & play help them stand out from other available modules in the market.  

NI 9219 is a four-channel analogue input module with built-in 2.5 V excitation voltage supply 

and cold junction compensation. Thus no external voltage supply is need for the force sensors. 

Table 2 illustrates the terminal connections of NI9219 for different measuring modes. Figure 

8 shows the interface of the module and signal description for every terminal in the channel. 

Each channel has 6 terminals. Terminal 3 and 5 are used to excite the force measurement. 

Terminal 1 and 2 are not used for either measuring mode.  

Table 2. NI9219 terminal connections. Thermocouple mode: temperature signal inputs, Full bridge mode: force 

signal inputs, reproduced from (National instruments, 2015) 

Mode 
Terminal 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Thermocouple T+ T- - HI LO - 

Full bridge T+ T- EX+ HI EX- LO 
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Figure 8. The terminal and signal names of NI9219, (National instruments, 2015) 

cDAQ-9174 is a compact chassis that communicates with other National Instrument input or 

output modules. Its plug & play capacity makes it user-friendly. The communication to the 

computer is through a USB cable. Only one of four slots has been used by the input module. 

The rest are for future work consideration, e.g. sensor and engine protection against overload.   

Compared to matlab coding, Lab View saves the coding for the signal retrieval process by 

offering ready-built. This feature is of similar use as Simulink. Programming an interface 

starts from dragging the block ‘‘DAQ assistant’’ into the block diagram.  Appendix A shows 

the key steps to setup for a force sensor and a thermocouple. 

The specifications listed in the Table 3 and Table 7 were used when setting up the ‘‘DAQ 

Assistant’’ block in Lab View.  ‘‘Read Output’’ indicates the proportion of the output signal 

to the excitation voltage. E.g. the output voltage will be 2mV under 8.9N compression if the 

excitation is 1VDC.  

Table 3. The specifications of the force cell (Futek Model LPM200)  

Capacity 8.9N 

Read Output 2mv/V 

Bridge Resistance 350Ω 

Excitation (VDC or VAC) 

VAVAC) 
10 Max 

Figure 9 shows the interface of the DAQ. On the right side, there are six numerical indicators 

regarding force measurement and friction torque. Below that are two temperature meters for 

two opposite mounted thermocouples. The three charts that take major space of the interface 

show the time series of force signals, friction torque and mean temperature. At the top seated 

four overload alarms, two logging controls and an input box for sampling frequency setup. 

The measuring starts immediately once the user clicks ‘‘Run’’ but the data logging needs to 

be manually controlled. ‘‘Stop DAQ’’ is used to end the measuring. The block diagram for 

this interface is attached in Appendix B.        
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Figure 9. DAQ interface in Lab View 

3.3 Materials 

Table 4 illustrates the compositions of the grease samples. There is only a slight difference 

between measured viscosities since both samples were manufactured using the same base oil. 

No additives were put either. Figure 10 and Table 5 show the dimensions and capacities of the 

SKF 51107, whose load ratings and limit speed are obviously sufficient for the experiment 

condition.   

Table 4. The grease compositions and the base oil viscosities of both samples (Johan, 2015).   

 PP-10 Lix-10 

Measured base oil 

viscosity 

 

61.6cSt @ 40°C 

9.7cSt @ 100°C 

 

63.5cSt @ 40°C 

9.8cSt @ 100°C 

 
Thickener Polypropylene Lithium 

Additive - - 

Table 5. A part of the specifications of SKF 51107, C = static load rating, 𝐶𝑜 = dynamic load rating, reproduced 

from SKF (2013). 

𝐶 19.9kN 

𝐶𝑜 51kN 

Limit speed 7500rmp 
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Figure 10. SKF 51107. Observe that the direction of the hollow side of the bearing cage is facing upwards and 

upper race engages with the shaft end or a shaft adapter (SKF, 2013). 

3.4 Experiment plan 

The comparison of two types of grease is based on the same condition, viz. bearing, rotation 

speed, axial load and amount of lubricant. Table 6 shows these controlled parameters. Three 

repetitions were run at every speed in order to perform statistics.     

Table 6. Controlled parameters for the experiment 

Bearing sample SKF 51107 

Axial load 5.5 kN 

Speed 1000, 1500, 2000 rpm 

Sampling frequency 2Hz 

Duration 24h 

Lubricant amount 0.28g 

How long the running-in will last is unknown in the beginning. It depends on the bearing 

type, type, amount, original distribution of the lubricant and so on. Since the first test was run 

for 36 hours which turned out that the temperature curve reach the steady state with 24 hours, 

the agreement was settled that the duration should be 24 hours.  

SKF (2013) recommends the grease amount to be 30-50% of the bearing free volume for 

medium and high speed. However, the free volume is not available from the handbook or 

online catalogue. It is more preferable to control the amount by mass instead. An available 

precision balance in the lab also gave advantage to this solution.  

The CAD model of the bearing was downloaded from the SKF webpage using which a rough 

calculation for free volume was made. Since the density of both grease samples is assumed to 

be 0.87g/mm3, the mass of the lubricant can be estimated. Therefore 0.18g, 0.28g and 0.38g 

of grease which correspond to 20% 30% and 40% of the free volume were applied on three 

separate tests. Figure 11 shows the resulting temperature curves. When applying 20%, the 

bearing was poor-lubricated and thus suffered higher running temperature than the others. But 

the temperature climax appeared earlier. The red curve becomes smooth and steady at 10 

hours after which the running-in ended and the steady state began. The green curve has the 

lowest temperature climax but more spikes. This may due to bearing wear. But in a few 

periods it appears to be lower than the red curve. Based on this, the bearing sample will be 

filled by 30% of the free volume in the rest of the tests. 
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Figure 11. The temperature curves of the bearing lubricated by grease PP-10. Load: 5.5kN. Speed: 2000rpm. 

Blue: 20%, green: 30%, red: 40%. Bearing: SKF 51107 

3.5 Before a test 

The preparation contains three steps, bearing inspection, cleaning and grease amount control. 

All the bearing samples should be examined for scars and damages before cleaning them. 

Scars can be caused by wrong installations for bearing races or cages or an unbalance load. 

Carefulness is also needed when one cleans the sample to ensure that no hard material 

scratches the bearing surface.  

The cleaning process starts with an ultrasonic. The sample should be sunk in acetone solvent 

for 1.5 hours. Extra heating is not required because the bath generates it. The step is followed 

by drying in the oven at 100ºC which lasts 30-60 minutes. However, one should examine the 

sample again and make sure no visible grease lump remains in the bearing cage or on the 

races.  

Grease filling is an essential step because the original distribution of the grease will definitely 

affect the running-in significantly. An uneven distribution of the grease can result in high 

running temperatures. Therefore syringes were used to achieve as much consistence at this 

step as possible.  As shown in Figure 12, the lubricant is injected between the rolling 

elements.  

 

Figure 12. The initial grease distribution inside the bearing cage. The amount is controlled by weighting the 

sample before and after injection.  
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3.6 Experiment procedures 

1. Wipe the remaining grease or oil off the bearing seat and shaft adapter 

2. Clean and dry the bearing sample. 

3. Apply the grease by 0.28g. 

4. Properly install the bearing seat on the test rig and make sure that the shaft adapter and the 

bearing cup are aligned. 

5. Insert the thermocouples into the bearing seat and make stable contacts with the lower 

race of the bearing sample. 

6. Set the sampling frequency to be 2 Hz in the DAQ interface then run the program. 

7. Turn on the switches in ‘‘Logging control’’ area. Select the route and names for the files. 

8. Start the motor and the cooling fan. Increase the speed to 1000rpm and then load the 

bearing sample by 1000N. This step will last for 5 minutes in order to redistribute the 

lubricant.  

9. Unload the test rig. 

10. Increase the engine speed to the demanding level. 

11. Steadily add the load to 5.5kN. 

12. Adjust the position of sensors to until the absolute difference between two input signal 

amplitudes is not larger than 0.1N. 

13. After 24 hours, unload the test rig then stop the motor, the fan and the DAQ program. 

3.7 Error estimate 

The sources of error are listed as follow:  

1) Sliding between shaft, shaft adapter, bearing cup, bearing seat and the platform.  

2) Stability and drift of the input module and the chassis. 

3) Accuracy and precision of the two force cells (Futek LPM 200). 

4) Inequality between the outputs of each force cell.  

5) Static friction torque in the lower support thrust bearing 

The sliding can be neglected because those parts have either tighten fit or high compression at 

the interfaces, which requires a really high driven torque compare to the one inside the tested 

bearing to occur sliding.  

The Stability and drift of the input derive from the change of the resistances inside the module 

and DAQ chassis. However they are usually insignificant compared to other items.   

Table 7. The sensitivities of the force cell (Futek Model LPM200) 

Items Value R.O. (nom.) Capacity 

Nonlinearity ±0.1% of R.O. 

2mV/V 8.9N 

Hysteresis ±0.1% of R.O. 

Nonrepeatability ±0.05% of R.O. 

Temp. shift zero ±0.018% of R.O./ ℃ 

Temp. shift span ±0.036% of Load/ ℃ 

The first three items in Table 7 are independent of temperature change of the sensor, which 

generate maximum ±0.25% change of the sensitivity. If the sensor’s operating temperature 

was 40℃, that indicates a 20℃ of temperature change from the ambient (20℃)  would lead to 
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±0.54% change of the sensitivity due to temp. shift zero. In the meanwhile temp. shift span 

can cause ±1.08% change of Load. The maximum error of the sensor is estimated to be 

±1.87%, see matlab code in Appendix C1. 

The inequality between the outputs from two sensors has been introduced in section 3.1.  

Hereby readdress equation (2):   

𝑀𝑓 =
𝐿

2
(𝐹1 + 𝐹2) + ∆𝐹∆𝐿 + 𝑀𝑠  (4) 

Where 

∆𝐹 =  𝐹2 − 𝐹1    (5) 

If 𝑀𝑠 is assumed to be insignificant,  

𝑀𝑓 =
𝐿

2
(𝐹1 + 𝐹2) + ∆𝐿(𝐹2 − 𝐹1)  (6) 

∆𝐿 is an uncertain value that varies between ±
𝐷

2
, where D is the outer diameter of the lower 

thrust bearing on which this structure is seated. The worst situation is when: 

∆𝐿 =
𝐷

2
 𝑜𝑟 −

𝐷

2
   (7) 

The read measurement is 
𝐿

2
(𝐹1 + 𝐹2), which means the precision due to the inequality can be 

maximum: 

∆= ± |
𝐷

2
(𝐹2−𝐹1)

𝐿

2
(𝐹1+𝐹2)+∆𝐿(𝐹2−𝐹1)

| ≈ ± |
𝐷∆𝐹

𝐿(𝐹1+𝐹2)
|  (8) 

𝐷 and 𝐿 are known, if plug in the values listed in Table 8 for example:  

Table 8. F1 and F2 are random value in this case. In real measurement, F1 and F2 are variant and either one can 

be higher than  the other one.  

Variable Value Availability 

D 35mm Known 

L 135mm Known 

∆F 0.14N Measured 

F1 0.83N Measured 

F2 0.96N Measured 

The uncertainty due to inequality is: 

∆= ±0.8%    (9) 

Combined the part of error from the sensor, the total maximum error based on the above 

measurement is: 

∆= ±0.8% ± 1.87% + 1.87% =  ±4.54% (10)  
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Measures to decrease the errors in the friction measurement: 

1) Decrease the temperature change of the sensor, which decreases the error significantly 

2) Achieve as low inequality as possible 
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4  RESULTS  

This chapter shows the measurement results with statistics. Please refer to Appendix D for the 

raw data.   

4.1 Temperature behaviours 

Table 9 summarizes the temperature behaviours of all the tests.  For both greases, the higher 

speed of the shaft, the higher running temperature. Unlike Lix-10, PP-10 shows lower 

standard deviation at high speed. Per as the tolerance class provided by Pentronic, the 

tolerance of the thermocouples (G/G-24-KK) is ±0.4% of measurement in Celsius.  

Table 9. Steady temp. = The temperatures at the steady states [°C] (Use average of the measurement within 10h-

20h as the steady temp. of each repetition). The mean values of Steady temp. are attached below with the 

standard deviations. The third test for Lix-10@2000rpm was unfinished because of the power cut.   

 

Grease type  
Speed [rpm] 

500 1000 2000 

PP-10 

 Steady temp. 31.3 / 34.8 / 35.7 41.2 / 39.9 / 39.1 49.4 / 48.5 / 48.1   

Mean (std.) 33.9 (2.3) 40.1 (1.1) 48.7 (0.7) 

Tolerance ±0.1 ±0.2 ±0.2 

Lix-10 

Steady temp. 30.2 / 31.3 / 30,0 41.8 / 37.6 / 38.5 48.8 / 51.5 

Mean (std.) 30.5 (0.7) 39.3 (2.2) 50.5 

Tolerance ±0.1 ±0.2 ±0.2 

Table 9 can be more clearly illustrated by a bar diagram; see Figure 13. The bearings 

lubricated by PP-10 has higher mean temperatures than the ones by Lix-10 at 500rpm and 

1000rpm but lower 2000rpm. The scatter range shows the opposite trend which indicates that 

PP-10 enables a more stable temperature behaviour at high speed. Lix-10 shows significant 

advantage at 500rpm with low mean value. But the range increases with the speed.  

 

Figure 13. The bar diagram of steady state temperatures with the scatter range of the steady temp. Blue: PP-10, 

red: Lix-10. 
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Either PP-10 or Lix-10 leads inconsistency in running-in to the bearings. Take Figure 14 as an 

example, the curve Jun27 has a temperature climax while Jun 25 does not. This phenomenon 

of inconsistency also occurred in the other tests of both greases. Please refer to the raw data in 

APPENDIX D. We can also notice that the duration of the running-in differs from test to test. 

Jun26 reaches steady-state before 3h and followed by Jun25 and Jun27. Most of the tests 

become steady after 5h.    

 

Figure 14.  The temperature curves of the three repetitions on PP-10@500rpm 

4.2 Friction behaviours 

There is no significant temperature change observed on the sensor surfaces. Sometimes the 

absolute difference between two input force signals was above 0.1N. Consequently the 

inequality affected the tests more or less but neglectable compared to influence from the 

lower support bearing.  

Due to the effect mentioned above the friction measurement suffered from severe drifts. 

Figure 14 and Figure 15 show this problem. The friction curves of Jun25 and Jun26 almost 

overlap each other during the test but their temperatures bias. Therefore the absolute value of 

the friction torque measurement will not be taken in consideration. However, the friction 

curve does explain its own test. For instance in the test Jun27, a friction bump appeared at 15h 

which is followed by a temperature bump. This delay is due to the temperature resistance 

from the contact areas to the measuring points. 
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Figure 15. The friction curves of the three repetitions on PP-10@500rpm. 

Let’s zoom in Figure 15 to look at the measurement in the first 12 minutes; see Figure 16. The 

friction curve stepped up as the axial load increased. Before 0.1 hour the bearing was in the 

running-in stage under 1kN axial load, after which the load is added to 5kN. It is noticed that 

the sensors are able to catch the change of the friction torque. The curve Jun26 looks more 

sensitive to the load adding motion than the other two.  

 

Figure 16. The first 12 minutes of tests on PP-10@500rpm 

Another interesting phenomenon is the periodic behavior of friction curves which can be 

easily observed during the entire test. Figure 16 proofs that this phenomenon starts from the 

early stage. Figure 17 shows the time interval within 20h and 20.2h of these repetitions. Due 
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to the overlap with each other Jun25 and Jun26 do not clearly show the periodic behavior but 

Jun27 can be the proof. Afterward PSD spectra were used for frequency analysis. 

 

Figure 17. The friction curves within time interval of 20h and 20.2h 
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Figure 18. The PSD spectrum of the friction torque signals 

For consistency consideration for every repetition only the time series after 1 hour were used 

to calculate the PSD spectrum; see Figure 18. In a PSD spectrum the amplitude is the power 

density of the signal. The area under the curve represents the power of the signal within the 

specific frequency range. Therefore the larger the area is the higher the power appears within 

the frequency range. 

In the spectrum PP-10@500rpm, Jun27 has peaks of energy density around 0.5Hz and below 

0.1Hz. The other two signals have much lower peaks but the peaks appear at the similar 

frequency components. In PP-10@1000rpm, three repetitions differ both in frequency 

components and the amplitudes. May27 has the highest peaks around 0.5Hz among the three 

while May25 can be barely seen.      
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In Lix-10@500rpm all three repetitions have peaks within 0.4Hz and 0.6Hz, but the 

amplitudes differ. In Lix-10@1000rpm three repetitions share the highest similarity in both 

frequency components and the amplitudes among all six spectra.  

Both PP-10@2000rpm and lix-10@2000rpm have lower amplitudes compared to most of 

spectra while Lix-10 is lower than PP-10. This indicates that the vibration in the repetitions 

Jun10 and Jun28 was very weak. 

Generally Lix-10 has higher repeatability than PP-10 at all speeds.   

4.3 Grease after-test appearances 
Figure 19 shows the typical after-test appearances of Lix-10 and Lix-10. Lix-10 was worse 

oxidized than PP-10 based on the fact that the colour of the Lix-10 has turned dark while PP-

10 hasn’t. The oxidized grease remained on the bearing cage surface, the lower race and the 

corner of the housing. In the contrary, after the tests of PP-10 the lower ring and housing 

looked clean. This phenomenon has not been observed in the sets of 500rpm or 1000rpm 

because of the low running temperature. One may argue that the colour change can also result 

from the wear of the bearing sample or the contaminations from the surrounding. The bearing 

sample’s wear can firstly be excluded as all the samples were well lubricated by fresh 

lubricants, which were sealed to air unless it is needed. Consequently the wear of the bearing 

under this scenario is very low for a 24-hour short test. The surrounding’s contamination is 

also less possible since not every the test showed this phenomenon. Therefore this appearance 

is correlate to the high speed condition, under which the running temperature is the highest 

compared to the other conditions. 

 

Figure 19. After-test appearances both greases, speed: 2000rpm. Upper: Lix-10, lower: PP-10 
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5  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The chapter shows a discussion of the results and the conclusions. The conclusions are based 

from the analysis with the answer to the formulation of questions that is presented in Chapter 

1.  

5.1 Discussion 

Both the mean values and the standard deviations of the temperature indicate that PP-10 

shows better temperature performance at 2000rpm while Lix-10 stands out at 500rpm. It is 

hard to distinguish one from the other at 1000rpm. As you can see in the bar diagram, the 

samples lubricated by Lix-10 have lower mean temperature with larger error bar.  

The temperature behaviour of the bearing samples in the first 5 hours is inconsistent. One of 

the reasons that result in the difference between durations and temperature peak value is that 

the running-in is very sensitive to the initial distribution of the grease. The resistance will 

increase if the ball churns and squeezes the lubricant out of the race. Thus temperature 

increases faster. Since the grease was manually injected into the bearing cage, the temperature 

variance is inevitable.   

The real temperature at the contact area will be higher because that the thermocouples contact 

the outer surface of the lower ring. Due to the same reason, the temperature change always 

has a delay compared to the friction torque. In addition, the temperature distribution is 

believed to be even on the bearing race outer surface because of the small difference between 

the temperature signals. Johan L (2015) tested spherical roller bearings under a constant radial 

load, in which the clear temperature difference can be detected between the top and the 

bottom of the outer ring. The rolling elements in the thrust bearing are more evenly loaded 

than the ones in the spherical roller bearing which leads to the even temperature distribution.  

The PSD spectra enable to detect the dynamic behaviours of the friction torque. As we can 

see, on one hand the dynamic behaviours of both greases are dominated by a few frequency 

components. On the other hand the spectra differ in frequency components and amplitudes 

even though using the same grease and running at the same speed. In the cases of PP-10 at 

500rpm and 1000rpm there are extreme peaks around 0.5Hz which indicates that higher 

torsional vibration exists. However we cannot simply correlate the amplitudes of a frequency 

spectrum to the temperature behaviours. For example the bearing samples lubricated by Lix-

10 have lower peaks in the spectrum at 2000rpm than the ones by PP-10 at the same speed. 

But as shown in Figure 13 the average of the steady state temperature of the bearing samples 

lubricated by Lix-10 is higher. Therefore a better friction torque measurement is needed to 

fulfil the correlation.   

Judged from the colour PP-10 shows better anti-oxidation within the 24-hour test. The colour 

change may more or less result from the wear of the bearing sample. However considering 

that the lubrication and loading conditions the sample was in, this issue should not be 

significant. This merit of PP-10 may stand out in long-term lubrication.   

Alternative methods to improve the friction measurement are analysed in section 6.1. Pugh 

matrix enables to generate the best suggestion. If this proposal is implemented a better 

measurement can be expected.  
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5.2 Conclusions 

The temperature measurement acquires the information of that allows the comparison 

between the lubricants. However, in order to know the temperature at the contact area, a 

sensor of smaller size is needed to be inserted into the lower bearing race.   

The static friction of the lower support bearing leads to the drifts in the friction measurement. 

But the force sensors are sensitive enough to catch the change of the input signals. The PSD 

spectra show the dominating frequency components of the friction torque signal. Multibody 

dynamic analysis is needed to share some light on the frequency of interest, i.e. 0.5Hz.  

Additional work is needed to correlate the temperature to the friction torque. A suggestion 

that enables the lower support to be friction-less presented in Chapter 6 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK. Another option is to find a torque cell that 

fits in the current test rig with much lower crosstalk than the one adapted by Tiago et al. 

(2010). 

In terms of the temperature behaviors, PP-10 facilitates the bearings to perform better at high 

speed while Lix-10 at low speed. It is not apparent which type of grease becomes the winner. 

It is expected to perform long-term test on the both greases.  
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6  RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this chapter, a couple of potential solutions to improve friction measurement are proposed 

and evaluated using Pugh matrix. The highest score concept is refined afterward. The 6.3 

Future Work section concerns improvements for repeatability and sensor protection.  

6.1 Brainstorming & Concept evaluation 

All concepts share the same goal, i.e. to provide a frictionless support to the bearing house. 

What makes differences among them is the medium that transmit the load. Table 10 

summarizes the principles of each concept. 

Table 10. Concept description 

Concept 

1 

Hydrostatic bearing: Pump oil into the contact area. The oil film 

separates the contact surfaces therefore avoids metal-to-metal contact. 

A circulation system is required to recycle and clean the outlet oil 

before being reused. 

Concept 

2 

Pneumatic bearing: Based on the same principle as Concept 1 but use 

air as the medium. A circulation system is not needed.  

Concept 

3 

Magnetic bearing: Use magnetic field to achieve the frictionless 

support. An electrical control system is needed.  

Pugh matrix (Dr Stuart.B, 2009) enables the best concept to stand out among the others. In 

Table 11 the requirements to the solution are weighted from 1 to 5 where 1 to lest important 

and 5 to most. The scores of each concept are ranked with the same range in which 1 indicates 

lest fulfilled and 5 well fulfilled. The weighed score is the product of weight and score. And 

the highest total score, which is the summation of the weighted scores, indexes the best 

concept. The solution chosen by previous work, which is to use a torque cell is also put into 

the comparison as Concept 4.   
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Table 11. Pugh matrix  

    Concept 1 Concept 2 Concept 3 Concept 4 

Requirements 
Weigh

t 
Scor

e 

Weighe
d 

 score 

Scor
e 

Weighe
d  

score 

Scor
e 

Weighe
d 

 score 

Scor
e 

Weighe
d 

 score 

Load capacity 5 5 25 3 15 4 20 5 25 

Stiffness 4 5 20 2 8 5 20 5 20 

High accuracy 5 5 25 5 25 5 25 1 5 

Less  
maintenance 

4 4 16 5 20 5 20 5 20 

Polution to 
the 

Environment 
3 3 9 4 12 4 12 5 15 

Compatibility  
to the test rig 

5 5 25 5 25 3 15 5 25 

Less  
complexity 

4 4 16 5 20 3 12 5 20 

Efficiency 2 3 6 3 6 4 8 5 10 

Low cost 1 2 2 4 3 1 1 3 3 

Total score     144   134   133   143 

 

6.2 Concept refinement 

Based on the result of concept evaluation process, a refinement of the hydrostatic support is 

made and illustrated in Figure 20. The pockets on the conical surface of the lower pad (part 7) 

will be full of high pressure oil. This enables the support to handle heavy axial loads with 

nearly zero resistance to rotation movement. 

 

Figure 20. Hydrostatic support concept. 1 = shaft, 2 = adapter, 3 = bearing sample, 4 = bearing seat, 5 = 

platform, 6 = upper pad, 7 = panel, 8 = force sensor, 9 = lower pad  
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Figure 21 and Figure 22 show schematic of this concept. There are four pockets on the inner 

conic surface of the lower pad, where the high pressure oil flow is pumped in to provide load 

capacities. Two outlets were designed for the oil recycle, the drain hole and the recess. The oil 

also builds up pressure when leaking to the recess which prevents the contacts of two 

cylindrical surfaces.  

The upper pad inherits some features from the old design. Both sensors (part 8) are mounted 

on the panel (part 7) which is fixed on the stationary lower panel (part 9) therefore the 

measuring principles remain the same. The face contact with the platform has proofed to be 

user-friendly for installing or cleanness and therefore retained.  

One of the critical parameters is the oil thickness which is cubic proportional to the flow, i.e. 

if a double oil thickness requires 8 times of the flow capacity of the pump. In addition, 20-

50µm of the oil thickness demands the accuracy and surface roughness of both pads to be 

high. The limited space in the test rig put an extra difficulty for pipe arrangement. But 

generally speaking, this concept could be a potential solution.  

 

Figure 21. The schematic of hydrostatic bearing. 1= upper pad, 2 = lower pad, red arrow = high pressure oil, blue 

arrow = low pressure oil 

 

Figure 22. The overview of the pockets and outlets on the lower pad. The larger diameters for outlet holes are 

needed to prevent the bearing from flooded.  Concerning the pipe arrangement, the holes on the recess are 45 

degrees offset from the inlets.  
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6.3 Future work 

The first issue is to enhance the repeatability of the friction measurement. The detail design of 

the hydrostatic support should consider the load capacity, oil thickness, pipe arrangement and 

economics of the implementation. We are looking at an entire hydraulic system that includes 

pumps, filters, tank and so on. The power loss of the bearing is another critical aspect that the 

designer should consider because the low running temperature at 500 rpm. A high power loss 

should be prevented from affecting the temperature measurement. Secondly, it will be safe to 

have sensor protection even though the reaction forces are much below the sensors’ capacity. 

Thirdly, the test rig will be more user-friendly if it is automatically controlled, i.e. automatic 

loading/unloading and accelerating/decelerating. Finally, in terms of the measurement, since 

the grease lubricated rolling bearing is regarded as a chaotic system. The comparison of the 

greases should base on more repetitions.  
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APPENDIX A: SENSOR SETUPS 

 

 

Figure 23. Choose internal full bridge for Bridge Type and internal for Vex source.  Vex means the providing 

excitation voltage is which is 2.5 VDC according to NI 9219 datasheet. Bridge resistance is provided in the 

datasheet of the sensor. The Bridge Scale depends on the sensitivity of the sensor. The sensor will output 2mV/V 

under 8.9N of compression if the providing excitation is 1V. 
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Figure 24. Choose K-type thermocouple with built-in CJC source (clod junction compensation).   
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APPENDIX B: LAB VIEW BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

Figure 25. From right to left it shows the process from signal retrieval to data logging and graphs output in real 

time.  
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APPENDIX C1: SENSOR ERROR ESTIMATION 

clear;clc 

% sensor error 
% assume a static load input 
L = 1; % N, load 
Cpct = 8.9; % N, capacity 
S = 5; % mv/8.9N, sensitivity of the sensor under 2,5DCV excitation 
U = L*S; % output voltage of the sensor 

  
dT = 30; % 0C, change of temp. 
ts = 0.036; % % of load/0C, temp. shift span 
tz = 0.018; % % of R.O./0C, temp. shift zero 
dS1 = 0.25; % % of R.O. , sensitive change due to nonlinearity, hysteresis 

and nonrepeatability 
dS = dS1 + tz*dT; % %,maximum change of sensitivity 
S_max = S*(1+dS*1e-2); % maximum sensitivity 
S_min = S*(1-dS*1e-2); % minimum sensitivity 

  
dU_max = L*S_max; % maximum output voltage 
dU_min = L*S_min; % minimum output voltage 

  
L_max = dU_max/S; % maximum reading load 
L_min = dU_min/S; % minimum reading load 

  
% error of the sensor 
err_max = (L_max/L-1)*1e2+ts*dT  
err_min = (L_min/L-1)*1e2-ts*dT 
ts*dT 
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APPENDIX C2: DATA ANALYSIS 

clf;clear;clc 
% plots of data 
% Sampling frequency 2Hz 
%% May 21, Jun 3, 8th 
% Load: 5500N 
% Speed: 2000rpm 
% Grease: PP-10 

  
filename21 = 'May21st.xlsx'; 
M21 = xlsread(filename21); 
filename_j3 = 'Jun3rd.xlsx'; 
M_j3 = xlsread(filename_j3); 
filename_j8 = 'Jun8th.xlsx'; 
M_j8 = xlsread(filename_j8); 

  
fs = 2; % Hz, sampling frequency 

  
Mf21 = M21(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t21 = M21(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
Temp21 = M21(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
Mf_j3 = M_j3(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t_j3 = M_j3(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
Temp_j3 = M_j3(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
Mf_j8 = M_j8(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t_j8 = M_j8(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
Temp_j8 = M_j8(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
figure(1) 
plot(t21,Mf21,t_j3,Mf_j3,t_j8,Mf_j8) 
axis([0 24 0 300]) 
xlabel('time / hour') 
ylabel('friction moment / Nmm') 
legend('May21','Jun3','Jun8') 

  
figure(2) 
plot(t21,Temp21,t_j3,Temp_j3,t_j8,Temp_j8) 
axis([0 24 20 60]) 
xlabel('time / hour') 
ylabel('Temperature / Celsius') 
legend('May21','Jun3','Jun8') 
%% Jun 10 28 30th 
% Load: 5500N 
% Speed: 2000rpm 
% Grease: Lix-10 

  
filename_j10 = 'Jun10th.xlsx'; 
M_j10 = xlsread(filename_j10); 
filename_j28 = 'Jun28th.xlsx'; 
M_j28 = xlsread(filename_j28); 
filename_j30 = 'Jun30th.xlsx'; 
M_j30 = xlsread(filename_j30); 

  
fs = 2; % Hz, sampling frequency 
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Mf_j10 = M_j10(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t_j10 = M_j10(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
Temp_j10 = M_j10(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
Mf_j28 = M_j28(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t_j28 = M_j28(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
Temp_j28 = M_j28(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
Mf_j30 = M_j30(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t_j30 = M_j30(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
Temp_j30 = M_j30(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
figure(3) 
plot(t_j10,Mf_j10,t_j28,Mf_j28,t_j30,Mf_j30) 
axis([0 24 0 300]) 
xlabel('time / hour') 
ylabel('friction moment / Nmm') 
legend('Jun10','Jun28','Jun30') 

  
figure(4) 
plot(t_j10,Temp_j10,t_j28,Temp_j28,t_j30,Temp_j30) 
axis([0 24 20 60]) 
xlabel('time / hour') 
ylabel('Temperature / Celsius') 
legend('Jun10','Jun28','Jun30') 
%% May 22, 25 27th 
% Load: 5500N 
% Speed: 1000rpm 
% Grease: PP-10 

  
% filename22 = 'May22nd.xlsx'; 
% M22 = xlsread(filename22); 
filename25 = 'May25th.xlsx'; 
M25 = xlsread(filename25); 
filename27 = 'May27th.xlsx'; 
M27 = xlsread(filename27); 
filename_j2 = 'Jun2nd.xlsx'; 
M_j2 = xlsread(filename_j2); 

  
fs = 2; % Hz, sampling frequency 

  
% Mf22 = M22(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
% t22 = M22(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
% Temp22 = M22(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
Mf25 = M25(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t25 = M25(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
Temp25 = M25(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
Mf27 = M27(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t27 = M27(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
Temp27 = M27(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
Mf_j2 = M_j2(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t_j2 = M_j2(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
Temp_j2 = M_j2(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  

  
figure(1) 
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plot(t25,Mf25,t27,Mf27,t_j2,Mf_j2) 
axis([0 24 0 120]) 
xlabel('time / hour') 
ylabel('friction moment / Nmm') 
legend('May25','May27','Jun2') 

  
figure(2) 
plot(t25,Temp25,t27,Temp27,t_j2,Temp_j2) 
axis([0 24 20 60]) 
xlabel('time / hour') 
ylabel('Temperature / Celsius') 
legend('May25','May27','Jun2') 
%% Jun 15 16 17th 
% Load: 5500N 
% Speed: 1000rpm 
% Grease: Lix-10 

  
filename_j15 = 'Jun15th.xlsx'; 
M_j15 = xlsread(filename_j15); 
filename_j16 = 'Jun16th.xlsx'; 
M_j16 = xlsread(filename_j16); 
filename_j17 = 'Jun17th.xlsx'; 
M_j17 = xlsread(filename_j17); 

  
fs = 2; % Hz, sampling frequency 

  
Mf_j15 = M_j15(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t_j15 = M_j15(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
Temp_j15 = M_j15(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
Mf_j16 = M_j16(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t_j16 = M_j16(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
Temp_j16 = M_j16(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
Mf_j17 = M_j17(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t_j17 = M_j17(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
Temp_j17 = M_j17(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
figure(3) 
plot(t_j15,Mf_j15,t_j16,Mf_j16,t_j17,Mf_j17) 
axis([0 24 0 120]) 
xlabel('time / hour') 
ylabel('friction moment / Nmm') 
legend('Jun15','Jun16','Jun17') 

  
figure(4) 
plot(t_j15,Temp_j15,t_j16,Temp_j16,t_j17,Temp_j17) 
axis([0 24 20 60]) 
xlabel('time / hour') 
ylabel('Temperature / Celsius') 
legend('Jun15','Jun16','Jun17') 
%% Jun 25, 26, and 27th 
% Load: 5500N 
% Speed: 500rpm 
% Grease: PP-10 

  
filename_j25 = 'Jun25th.xlsx'; 
M_j25 = xlsread(filename_j25); 
filename_j26 = 'Jun26th.xlsx'; 
M_j26 = xlsread(filename_j26); 
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filename_j27 = 'Jun27th.xlsx'; 
M_j27 = xlsread(filename_j27); 

  
fs = 2; % Hz, sampling frequency 

  
Mf_j25 = M_j25(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t_j25 = M_j25(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
Temp_j25 = M_j25(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
Mf_j26 = M_j26(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t_j26 = [M_j26(1:6110,1);M_j26(6110)+0.5+M_j26(6111:length(M_j26),1)]/3600; 

% h, time 
Temp_j26 = M_j26(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
Mf_j27 = M_j27(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t_j27 = M_j27(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
Temp_j27 = M_j27(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
figure(1) 
plot(t_j25,Mf_j25,t_j26,Mf_j26,t_j27,Mf_j27) 
axis([0 24 0 120]) 
xlabel('time / hour') 
ylabel('friction moment / Nmm') 
legend('Jun25','Jun26','Jun27') 

  
figure(2) 
plot(t_j25,Temp_j25,t_j26,Temp_j26,t_j27,Temp_j27) 
axis([0 24 20 60]) 
xlabel('time / hour') 
ylabel('Temperature / Celsius') 
legend('Jun25','Jun26','Jun27') 
%% Jun 22, 23, and 24th 
% Load: 5500N 
% Speed: 500rpm 
% Grease: Lix-10 

  
filename_j22 = 'Jun22nd.xlsx'; 
M_j22 = xlsread(filename_j22); 
filename_j23 = 'Jun23rd.xlsx'; 
M_j23 = xlsread(filename_j23); 
filename_j24 = 'Jun24th.xlsx'; 
M_j24 = xlsread(filename_j24); 

  
fs = 2; % Hz, sampling frequency 

  
Mf_j22 = M_j22(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t_j22 = M_j22(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
Temp_j22 = M_j22(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
Mf_j23 = M_j23(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t_j23 = M_j23(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
Temp_j23 = M_j23(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
Mf_j24 = M_j24(:,2); % Nmm, friction moment 
t_j24 = M_j24(:,1)/3600; % h, time 
Temp_j24 = M_j24(:,4); % 0C, temperature 

  
figure(3) 
plot(t_j22,Mf_j22,t_j23,Mf_j23,t_j24,Mf_j24) 
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axis([0 0.2 0 300]) 
xlabel('time / hour') 
ylabel('friction moment / Nmm') 
legend('Jun22','Jun23','Jun24') 

  
figure(4) 
plot(t_j22,Temp_j22,t_j23,Temp_j23,t_j24,Temp_j24) 
axis([0 24 20 60]) 
xlabel('time / hour') 
ylabel('Temperature / Celsius') 
legend('Jun22','Jun23','Jun24') 

 
% sampling frequency 2Hz, block size NFFT = 8192/16 
% Use pwelch.m function with 50% overlap 
%% FFT analysis 
% L=length(Mf_j25(5*3600*2:22*3600*2)); 
% NFFT = 2^nextpow2(L); 
%  
% Y_j25=fft(Mf_j25(5*3600*2:22*3600*2),NFFT)/L; % fast fourier transform 
% % Y_j26=fft(Mf_j26(5*3600*2:22*3600*2),NFFT)/L; % fast fourier transform 
% % Y_j27=fft(Mf_j27(5*3600*2:22*3600*2),NFFT)/L; % fast fourier transform 
%  
% f = fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1); % frequency vector 
% semilogy(f,abs(Y_j25(1:NFFT/2+1)),'b',-

f,abs(Y_j25(1:NFFT/2+1)),'b','linewidth',2) 
% hold on 
% semilogy(f,abs(Y_j26(1:NFFT/2+1)),'r',-f,abs(Y_j26(1:NFFT/2+1)),'r') 
% % hold on 
% semilogy(f,abs(Y_j27(1:NFFT/2+1)),'black',-

f,abs(Y_j27(1:NFFT/2+1)),'black') 
% % plot([0 0],[0 200]) 
% xlabel('\omega [Hz]') 
% ylabel('|Y(\omega)|') 
% % axis([-1.5e-3 1.5e-3 0 140]) 
% % It is found that if the parameter L is changed, which determines the 

resolution,  
% % the amplitude of the spectra will be different. It indicate we use the 
% % WRONG SPECTRUM 

 
%% PSD analysis 

% Use pwelch.m function with 50% overlap 
fs=2; % Hz, sampleing freq. 
NFFT = 8192/16; % block size 
% Estimate psd using Welch method 
WINDOW = hanning(NFFT, 'periodic'); 
NOVERLAP = 0.5*NFFT; 
ifigure=12; 
%% estimate PSD of friction torque signals of PP-10@500rpm 
[Sxx_j25,f_j25]=pwelch(Mf_j25(1*3600*2:end),WINDOW, NOVERLAP, 

NFFT,fs,'onesided'); 
[Sxx_j26,f_j26]=pwelch(Mf_j26(1*3600*2:end),WINDOW, NOVERLAP, 

NFFT,fs,'onesided'); 
[Sxx_j27,f_j27]=pwelch(Mf_j27(1*3600*2:end),WINDOW, NOVERLAP, 

NFFT,fs,'onesided'); 

  
ifigure=ifigure+1; 
figure(ifigure) 
subplot(3,2,1) 
plot(f_j25,Sxx_j25,'b','linewidth',1) 
hold on 
plot(f_j26,Sxx_j26,'g','linewidth',1) 
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plot(f_j27,Sxx_j27,'r','linewidth',1) 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'); 
ylabel('Sxx_f [Nm^2/Hz]') 
legend('Jun25','Jun26','Jun27') 
axis([0 1 0 420]) 
title('PP-10@500rpm') 
%% estimate PSD of friction torque signals of Lix-10@500rpm 
[Sxx_j22,f_j22]=pwelch(Mf_j22(1*3600*2:end),WINDOW, NOVERLAP, 

NFFT,fs,'onesided'); 
[Sxx_j23,f_j23]=pwelch(Mf_j23(1*3600*2:end),WINDOW, NOVERLAP, 

NFFT,fs,'onesided'); 
[Sxx_j24,f_j24]=pwelch(Mf_j24(1*3600*2:end),WINDOW, NOVERLAP, 

NFFT,fs,'onesided'); 

  
% ifigure=ifigure+1; 
% figure(ifigure) 
subplot(3,2,2) 
plot(f_j22,Sxx_j22,'b','linewidth',1) 
hold on 
plot(f_j23,Sxx_j23,'g','linewidth',1) 
plot(f_j24,Sxx_j24,'r','linewidth',1) 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'); 
ylabel('Sxx_f [Nm^2/Hz]') 
legend('Jun22','Jun23','Jun24') 
axis([0 1 0 120]) 
title('Lix-10@500rpm') 
%% estimate PSD of friction torque signals of PP-10@1000rpm 
[Sxx_m25,f_m25]=pwelch(Mf25(1*3600*2:end),WINDOW, NOVERLAP, 

NFFT,fs,'onesided'); 
[Sxx_m27,f_m27]=pwelch(Mf27(1*3600*2:end),WINDOW, NOVERLAP, 

NFFT,fs,'onesided'); 
[Sxx_j2,f_j2]=pwelch(Mf_j2(1*3600*2:end),WINDOW, NOVERLAP, 

NFFT,fs,'onesided'); 

  
% ifigure=ifigure+1; 
% figure(ifigure) 
subplot(3,2,3) 
plot(f_m25,Sxx_m25,'b','linewidth',1) 
hold on 
plot(f_m27,Sxx_j27,'g','linewidth',1) 
plot(f_j2,Sxx_j2,'r','linewidth',1) 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'); 
ylabel('Sxx_f [Nm^2/Hz]') 
legend('May25','May27','Jun2') 
axis([0 1 0 420]) 
title('PP-10@1000rpm') 
%% estimate PSD of friction torque signals of Lix-10@1000rpm 
[Sxx_j15,f_j15]=pwelch(Mf_j15(1*3600*2:end),WINDOW, NOVERLAP, 

NFFT,fs,'onesided'); 
[Sxx_j16,f_j16]=pwelch(Mf_j16(1*3600*2:end),WINDOW, NOVERLAP, 

NFFT,fs,'onesided'); 
[Sxx_j17,f_j17]=pwelch(Mf_j17(1*3600*2:end),WINDOW, NOVERLAP, 

NFFT,fs,'onesided'); 

  
% ifigure=ifigure+1; 
% figure(ifigure) 
subplot(3,2,4) 
plot(f_j15,Sxx_j15,'b','linewidth',1) 
hold on 
plot(f_j16,Sxx_j16,'g','linewidth',1) 
plot(f_j17,Sxx_j17,'r','linewidth',1) 
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xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'); 
ylabel('Sxx_f [Nm^2/Hz]') 
legend('Jun15','Jun16','Jun17') 
axis([0 1 0 120]) 
title('Lix-10@1000rpm') 
%% estimate PSD of friction torque signals of PP-10@2000rpm 
[Sxx_m21,f_m21]=pwelch(Mf21(1*3600*2:end),WINDOW, NOVERLAP, 

NFFT,fs,'onesided'); 
[Sxx_j3,f_j3]=pwelch(Mf_j3(1*3600*2:end),WINDOW, NOVERLAP, 

NFFT,fs,'onesided'); 
[Sxx_j8,f_j8]=pwelch(Mf_j8(1*3600*2:end),WINDOW, NOVERLAP, 

NFFT,fs,'onesided'); 

  
% ifigure=ifigure+1; 
% figure(ifigure) 
subplot(3,2,5) 
plot(f_m21,Sxx_m21,'b','linewidth',1) 
hold on 
plot(f_j3,Sxx_j3,'g','linewidth',1) 
plot(f_j8,Sxx_j8,'r','linewidth',1) 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'); 
ylabel('Sxx_f [Nm^2/Hz]') 
legend('May21','Jun3','Jun8') 
axis([0 1 0 120]) 
title('PP-10@2000rpm') 
%% estimate PSD of friction torque signals of Lix-10@2000rpm 
[Sxx_j10,f_j10]=pwelch(Mf_j10(1*3600*2:end),WINDOW, NOVERLAP, 

NFFT,fs,'onesided'); 
[Sxx_j28,f_j28]=pwelch(Mf_j28(1*3600*2:end),WINDOW, NOVERLAP, 

NFFT,fs,'onesided'); 

  
% ifigure=ifigure+1; 
% figure(ifigure) 
subplot(3,2,6) 
plot(f_j10,Sxx_j10,'b','linewidth',1) 
hold on 
plot(f_j28,Sxx_j28,'g','linewidth',1) 
xlabel('Frequency [Hz]'); 
ylabel('Sxx_f [Nm^2/Hz]') 
axis([0 1 0 120]) 
legend('Jun10','Jun28') 
title('Lix-10@2000rpm') 
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APPENDIX D: RAW DATA  

 

Figure 26. The temperature curves of the three repetitions on PP-10@2000rpm.  

 

Figure 27. The friction curves at steady state. Grease: PP-10, speed: 2000rpm. 
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Figure 28. The temperature curves of the three repetitions on Lix-10@2000rpm. The test Jun30 was cut off 

power thus lost the data after 5h. 

 

Figure 29. The friction curves at steady state. Grease: Lix-10, speed: 2000rpm. 
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Figure 30. The temperature curves of the three repetitions on PP-10@1000rpm  

 

Figure 31. The friction curves at steady state, Grease: PP-10, speed: 1000rpm. 
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Figure 32. The temperature curves of the three repetitions on Lix-10@1000rpm 

 

Figure 33. The friction curves of at steady state. Grease: Lix-10, speed: 1000rpm. 
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Figure 34. The temperature curves of the three repetitions on PP-@500rpm 

 

Figure 35. The friction curves of at steady state. Grease: PP-10, speed: 500rpm. 
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Figure 36. The temperature curves of the three repetitions on Lix-10@500rpm 

 

Figure 37. The friction curves of at steady state. Grease: Lix-10, speed: 500rpm. 

 

 


